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Abstract
This paper presents a new voice conversion algorithm which modi®es the utterance of a source speaker to sound-like
speech from a target speaker. We refer to the method as Speaker Transformation Algorithm using Segmental Codebooks (STASC). A novel method is proposed which ®nds accurate alignments between source and target speaker utterances. Using the alignments, source speaker acoustic characteristics are mapped to target speaker acoustic
characteristics. The acoustic parameters included in the mapping are vocal tract, excitation, intonation, energy, and
duration characteristics. Informal listening tests suggest that convincing voice conversion is achieved while maintaining
high speech quality. The performance of the proposed system is also evaluated on a simple Gaussian mixture modelbased speaker identi®cation system, and the results show that the transformed speech is assigned higher likelihood by
the target speaker model when compared to the source speaker model. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Voice conversion; Speaker transformation; Codebook; Line spectral frequencies; Hidden Markov models; Time-varying
®lter; Overlap-add analysis

1. Introduction
There has been a considerable amount of research eort directed at the problem of voice
transformation recently (Abe et al., 1988; Baudoin
and Stylianou, 1996; Childers, 1995; Iwahashi and
Sagisaka, 1995; Kuwabara and Sagisaka, 1995;
Narendranath et al., 1995; Stylianou et al., 1995).
This topic has numerous applications which include personi®cation of text-to-speech systems,
multimedia entertainment, and as a preprocessing
1
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step to speech recognition to reduce speaker variability. In general, the approach to the problem
consists of a training phase where input speech
training data from source and target speakers are
used to formulate a spectral transformation that
would map the acoustic space of the source
speaker to that of the target speaker. The acoustic
space can be characterized by a number of possible
acoustic features which have been studied extensively in the literature. The most popular features
used for voice transformation include formant
frequencies (Abe et al., 1988; Narendranath et al.,
1995), and LPC cepstrum coecients (Lee et al.,
1996). The transformation is in general based on
codebook mapping (Abe et al., 1988; Acero, 1993;
Baudoin and Stylianou, 1996; Lee et al., 1996).
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That is, a one-to-one correspondence between the
spectral codebook entries of the source speaker
and the target speaker is developed by some form
of supervised vector quantization method. In
general, these methods face several problems such
as artifacts introduced at the boundaries between
successive speech frames, limitation on robust estimation of parameters (e.g., formant frequency
estimation), or distortion introduced during synthesis of target speech. Another issue which has
not been explored in detail is the transformation of
the excitation characteristics in addition to the
vocal tract characteristics. Several studies proposed solutions to address this issue recently
(Childers, 1995; Lee et al., 1996). In this study, we
propose new and eective solutions to both
problems with the goal of maintaining high speech
quality.
2. Algorithm description
This section provides a general description of
the Speaker Transformation Algorithm using
Segmental Codebooks (STASC) algorithm. We
will describe the algorithm under two main sections: (i) transformation of spectral characteristics,
(ii) transformation of prosodic characteristics.
2.1. Spectral transformation
For the representation of the vocal tract characteristics of source and target speakers line spectral frequencies (LSF) are selected. The reason for
selecting LSFs is that these parameters relate
closely to formant frequencies (Crosmer, 1985),
but in contrast to formant frequencies they can be
estimated quite reliably. They have been used for a
number of applications successfully in the literature (Hansen and Clements, 1991; Arslan et al.,
1995; Arslan and Talkin, 1997; Crosmer, 1985;
Laroia et al., 1991; Itakura, 1975; Pellom and
Hansen, 1997). They have good interpolation
properties and they are stable (Paliwal, 1995). In
addition, they have a ®xed dynamic range which
makes them attractive for real-time DSP implementation. LSFs can be estimated by modifying
the LPC polynomial, A z, in two ways: P z and

Q z are obtained by augmenting A z's PARCOR
sequence with a  1 and ÿ1, respectively. This
results in the following two polynomials which
have all their roots on the unit circle:
P z  1 ÿ zÿ1 


P ÿ1
Y

1 ÿ 2 cos wk zÿ1  zÿ2 ;

k1;3;5;...

1

Q z  1  zÿ1 


P ÿ1
Y

1 ÿ 2 cos wk zÿ1  zÿ2 ;

k2;4;6;...

where P is the LPC analysis order, and the angles
of the roots, wk , are LSFs. In STASC algorithm,
codebooks of LSFs are used to represent the vocal
tract characteristics of individual speakers. The
codebooks can be generated in two ways.
The ®rst method assumes that the orthographic
transcription is available along with the training
data. The training speech (sampled at 16 kHz)
from source and target speakers are ®rst segmented automatically using forced alignment to a
phonetic translation of the orthographic transcription. The segmentation algorithm uses Melcepstrum coecients and delta coecients within
an HMM framework and is described in detail in
(Wightman and Talkin, 1994). The LSFs for
source and target speaker utterances are calculated
on a frame-by-frame basis and each LSFs vector is
labeled using the phonetic segmenter. Next, a
centroid LSFs vector for each phoneme is estimated for both source and target speaker codebooks by averaging across all the corresponding
speech frames. The estimated codebook spectra for
an example male source speaker and female target
speaker combination from the database is shown
in Fig. 1 when monophones are selected as speech
units. A one-to-one mapping is established between the source and target codebooks to accomplish the voice transformation.
The second method does not require the phonetic translation of the orthographic transcription
for the training utterances, however it assumes that
both source and target speakers are speaking the
same sentences during the training session. This
method is a new method and it is referred to as
``Sentence HMM'' method. The method is as fol-
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Fig. 1. The state alignments for source and target speaker utterances ``She had your''.

lows. First, template sentences are selected which
are phonetically balanced to be uttered by the
source and target speakers. After the training data
are collected, silence regions at the beginning and
end of each utterance are removed. Each utterance
is normalized in terms of its RMS energy to account for dierences in the recording gain level.
Next, cepstrum coecients are extracted along
with log-energy and zero-crossing for each analysis
frame in each utterance. Zero-mean normalization
is applied to the parameter vector to obtain a more
robust spectral estimate. Based on the parameter
vector sequences sentence HMMs are trained for
each template sentence using data from the source
speaker. The number of states for each sentence
HMM is set proportional to the duration of the
utterance. The training is done using a segmental kmeans algorithm followed by the Baum±Welch
algorithm. The initial covariance matrix is estimated over the complete training dataset, and is
not updated during the training since the amount

of data corresponding to each state is not sucient
to make a reliable estimate of the variance. Next,
the best state sequence for each utterance is estimated using the Viterbi algorithm. The average
LSFs vector for each state is calculated for both
source and target speakers using frame vectors
corresponding to that state index. Finally, these
average LSFs vectors for each sentence are collected to build the source and target speaker
codebooks. In Fig. 2, the alignments to the state
indices are shown for the utterance ``She had your''
both for source and target speaker utterances.
From the ®gure, it can be observed that detailed
acoustic alignment is achieved quite accurately
using sentence HMMs. The transformation process will be explained in detail later in this section.
Another factor that in¯uences speaker individuality is excitation characteristic. The LPC residual
can be a reasonable approximation to the excitation signal. It is well known that the residual can be
very dierent for dierent phonemes (e.g., periodic
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Fig. 2. Comparison of monophone codebooks derived from the source speaker (solid line) and the target speaker (dotted line).

pulse train for voiced sounds versus white noise for
unvoiced sounds). Therefore, we formulated a
``codebook based'' transformation of the excitation
spectrum similar to the one discussed above for the
vocal tract spectrum transformation. Excitation
spectrum codebooks are obtained as follows: using
the segmentation information, the LPC residual
signals for each speech unit (i.e., phoneme or state)
in the codebook are collected from the training
data. Next, a short-time average magnitude spectrum of the excitation signal is estimated for each
speech unit both for the source speaker and the
target speaker pitch synchronously. An excitation
transformation ®lter can be formulated for each
codeword entry using the excitation spectra of the
source speaker and the target speaker. This method
not only transforms the general excitation characteristics, but it estimates a reasonable transformation for the ``zeros'' in the spectrum as well, which
are not represented accurately by the all-pole

modeling. Therefore, this method resulted in improved voice conversion performance especially for
nasalized sounds. It should be noted here that an
attempt is being made here to only approximate the
spectral characteristics of the LPC residual. Other
salient properties of the glottal excitation and voice
quality such as pulse jitter, aspiration and noise
bursts have not been transformed.
The ¯ow diagram of the STASC voice transformation algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. The incoming speech is ®rst sampled at 16 kHz. Next,
20th order LPC analysis is performed to estimate
the prediction coecients vector a.
Based on the source-®lter theory, the incoming
speech spectrum X x can be represented as
X x  Gs xVs x;

2

where Gs x and Vs x represent source speaker
excitation and vocal tract spectra, respectively for
the incoming speech frame x n.
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Fig. 3. Flow-diagram of STASC voice conversion algorithm.

spectrum can be thought of as an excitation ®lter, Hg x, followed by a vocal tract ®lter,
Hv x:

The target speech spectrum Y x can be formulated as



Gt x Vt x
X x;
3
Y x 
Gs x Vs x

Y x  Hg xHv x:

where Vt x and Gt x represent codebook estimated target vocal tract and excitation spectra,
respectively. This representation of the target

In the proposed algorithm, the source speaker
vocal tract spectrum Vs x is estimated from
the LPC spectrum of the incoming speech frame:

4
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Vs x 

1ÿ

PP

1

k1

ak eÿjkw

:

5

The LPC vector a can be derived in two ways:
(i) directly from the incoming speech frame; or
(ii) as an approximation from the source speaker
codebook. For (ii), ®rst the incoming LSFs vector
can be approximated as
~k 
w

L
X

vi S ik ;

k  1; . . . ; P ;

6

i1

where L is the codebook size, S i is the ith codeword LSFs vector and vi represents its weight.
~ can be converted to the LPC vector a to be
Next, w
used in Eq. (5). In practice, we found that using
method (i) for voiced segments and method (ii) for
unvoiced segments produces best results in terms
of output speech quality. For both methods (i) and
(ii) the codebook weights need to be calculated for
the target spectrum estimate Vt x. The codebook
size L is the total number of states for the sentence
HMM-based STASC, and is the total number of
available common phonetic units between source
and target speaker utterances for the phonetic
STASC algorithm. Average codebook size in our
evaluations ranged from 50 to 2000 depending on
the size of the training data. The typical segment
size was 50 ms. The codebook weight estimation
procedure is as follows.
2.1.1. Codebook weight estimation method
First, using Eq. (1), LSFs, w, are derived from
prediction coecients. The line spectral frequency
vector w is compared with each LSFs centroid, S i ,
in the source codebook and the distance, d i , corresponding to each codeword is calculated. The
distance calculation is based on a perceptual criterion where closely spaced LSFs which are likely
to correspond to formant locations are assigned
higher weights (Laroia et al., 1991),
hk 

1
;
argmin jwk ÿ wkÿ1 j; jwk ÿ wk1 j

k  1; . . . ; P ;
di 

P
X
k1

hk jwk ÿ S ik j;

i  1; . . . ; L:

7

Based on the distances from each codebook entry,
an expression for the normalized codebook
weights can be obtained as (Arslan et al., 1995)
eÿcd i
vi  PL
;
ÿcd l
l1 e

i  1; . . . ; L;

8

where the value of c for each frame is found by an
incremental search in the range 0.2±2 with the criterion of minimizing the perceptual weighted dis~ and
tance between the approximated LSFs vector w
original LSFs vector w. However, this set of weights
may still not be the optimal set of weights that
would represent the original speech spectrum. In
order to improve the estimate of weights a gradient
descent algorithm is employed. The previously estimated set of weights vi are used as the initial seed
to the gradient descent algorithm. The weights are
constrained to have positive values after each iteration of the gradient descent algorithm to prevent
unrealistic estimates. The codebook weight update
algorithm can be summarized as follows.
2.1.2. Codebook weight update by gradient descent
method
Initialize:
Loop

if
else
until

E0  1
g0  0:1
n  1;
e  hP
 w ÿ Svnÿ1 
P
n
E  k1 jek j
 gnÿ1 eT S i ; i  1; . . . ; L
vni  vnÿ1
i
n
vi  max vni ; 0; i  1; . . . ; L
En < Enÿ1
gn  2gnÿ1
gn  0:1gnÿ1
nn1
kvn ÿ vnÿ1 k < 1:0eÿ4 kvn ÿ 1k

where S is a P  L size matrix whose columns
represent a codeword LSFs vector, and gn is a
constant which controls the rate of convergence at
iteration n. In our implementation, in order to
reduce the amount of computation, g is adjusted
after each iteration based on the reduction in error
En with respect to Enÿ1 . If there is signi®cant
amount of reduction in error then g is increased,
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otherwise it is decreased. Typical ending values for
g are in the range 1.0eÿ3 and 1.0eÿ5.
It was also observed that only a few codebook
entries were assigned signi®cantly large weight
values in initial weight vector estimate v0 . Therefore, in order to save computational resources the
gradient descent algorithm was performed on only
5 most likely codeword weights. Using the gradient descent method, a 15% additional reduction in
average Itakura±Saito distance between the original and approximated spectra was achieved for the
training data used in our experiments. The average
spectral distortion (SD), which is a commonly used
measure for spectral quantizer performance evaluation, was also reduced from 1.8 to 1.4 dB.
2.1.3. Excitation spectrum mapping
The estimated set of codebook weights can be
utilized in three separate domains: (i) transformation of the excitation spectral characteristics,
(ii) transformation of the vocal tract characteristics, (iii) transformation of prosodic characteristics. Although one may bene®t from estimating a
dierent set of codebook weights for each of the
three domains mentioned above, in this study we
chose to apply the same set of weights v mainly for
computational reasons. For the transformation of
the excitation spectrum, these weights are used to
construct an overall ®lter which is a weighted
combination of codeword excitation ®lters:
L
X
U t x
;
9
vi si
Hg x 
U i x
i1
where U ti x and U si x denote average target and
source excitation magnitude spectra for the ith
codeword, respectively.
2.1.4. Vocal tract spectrum mapping
The same set of codebook weights
(vi ; i  1; . . . ; L) are applied to target LSFs vectors
(T i ; i  1; . . . ; L) to construct the target line spec~ t:
tral frequency vector w
~ tk 
w

L
X

vi T ik ;

k  1; . . . ; P :

10

i1

Next, target LSFs are converted to prediction coecients, at , which in turn are used to estimate the
target LPC vocal tract ®lter:

Vt x 

1ÿ

PP
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1

k1

atk eÿjkx

:

11

In general, the weighted codebook representation
of the target spectrum results in expansion of
formant bandwidths due to the interpolation of
LSFs. In order to cope with this problem a new
bandwidth modi®cation algorithm is proposed.
2.1.5. Bandwidth modi®cation method
The bandwidth modi®cation algorithm makes
use of the knowledge that average formant bandwidth values of the target speech should be similar
to the most likely target codeword. Once an estimate of bandwidths for the most likely target
codeword is obtained, bandwidths of the target
speech can be forced to be similar to this estimate
by modifying the distance between line spectrum
pairs representing each formant. The algorithm
can be formulated as follows. First ®nd the line
spectral pair wtj i and wtj i1 in the estimated target
LSFs vector wt that corresponds to each formant
frequency location f ti , i  1; . . . ; 4 (i.e., the smallest
LSFs > f ti and the largest LSF < f ti ). Likewise,
®nd the line spectral pair wlk i and wlk i1 in the
most likely target codeword wl . Next, for each
formant frequency, f ti , in the estimated target
spectrum estimate an approximation to the bandwidth, bti , based on the corresponding LSFs distances. Estimate the most likely codeword
bandwidths, bli , in a similar fashion.
bli  wlk i1 ÿ wlk i ;

i  1; . . . ; 4;

bti

i  1; . . . ; 4:



wtj i1

ÿ

wtj i ;

12

Calculate average formant bandwidths, and ®nd
the bandwidth ratio r:
bl  1
4

4
X
i1

bli ;

bt  1
4

4
X
bti ;

r

i1

bl
:
bt

13

Finally, apply the estimated bandwidth ratio to
adjust the line spectral pairs around each formant:
^ tj i  wtj i  1 ÿ r  f ti ÿ wtj i ;
w
^ tj i1  wtj i1  1 ÿ r  f ti ÿ wtj i1 ;
w
i  1; . . . ; 4;

14
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and prosodic transformations simultaneously. In
addition to the spectral transformation discussed
in the previous section, pitch, duration and energy
are modi®ed to mimic target speaker prosodic
characteristics. Analysis frame length is set to be
constant for unvoiced regions. For voiced regions
the frame length is set to two or three pitch periods
depending on the pitch modi®cation factor. It is
observed that when the pitch modi®cation factor
is less than one, using a shorter frame length (i.e.,
2 pitch periods) reduces artifacts introduced by the
modi®cation. 3

Fig. 4. Illustration of reduction of bandwidths using the proposed method. The light curve represents the normalized power
spectrum for the /ah/ vowel before bandwidth modi®cation, and
the dark curve represents the power spectrum after bandwidth
modi®cation.

^ tj i and w
^ tj i1 represent the line spectral
where w
frequency pair around f ti after bandwidth modi®cation. In order to prevent the estimation of unreasonable bandwidths
the minimum bandwidth
ft
value is set to be 20i Hz.
In Fig. 4, a comparison of the target speech
spectrum for the /ah/ vowel before and after the
application of the proposed bandwidth reduction
technique is shown.
2.1.6. Combined output
The vocal tract ®lter and excitation ®lters are
next applied to the magnitude spectrum of the
original signal to get an estimate of the DFT
corresponding to the target speech signal:
Y x  Hg xHv xX x:

15

Finally, inverse DFT is applied to produce the
synthetic target voice,
y n  RealfIDFTfY xgg:

16

2.2. Prosodic transformation
In the STASC algorithm a frequency domain
pitch synchronous analysis synthesis framework is
adopted in order to be able to realize both spectral

2.2.1. Pitch-scale modi®cation
The pitch modi®cation involves matching both
the average pitch value and range for the target
speaker. This is accomplished by modifying the
instantaneous source speaker fundamental frequency 4 f0s t by a multiplicative constant a and
an additive constant b at each time frame t:
f0t t  af0s t  b:

17

The value for a is set so that the source speaker
pitch variance, r2s , and target speaker pitch variance, r2t , match, i.e.,
s
r2t
:
18
a
r2s
Once the value for a is set, the value for the additive constant b can be found by matching the
average f0 values.
b  lt ÿ als ;

19

where ls and lt represent the source and target
mean pitch values. Therefore, the instantaneous
pitch-scale modi®cation factor b t can be set as
b t 

af0s t  b
f0s t

20

in order to achieve the desired target speaker pitch
value and range.
3
The value of c basically controls the dynamic range of
codebook weights. By setting this value to in®nity one can force
the selection of a single codebook entry from the codebook.
4
Pitch and fundamental frequency are used interchangeably
in this context though they dier in their de®nitions. Pitch is in
fact the perceived fundamental frequency.
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2.2.2. Duration-scale modi®cation
The duration characteristics can vary across
dierent speakers signi®cantly due to a number of
factors including accent or dialect. Although
modifying the speaking rate uniformly to match
the target speaker duration characteristics reduces
timing dierences between speakers to some extent,
it is observed that this is not sucient in general. In
Fig. 5, a comparison of the duration statistics of
monophones for the two speakers in our database
are given. The speakers uttered the same sentences,
therefore the eect of duration variation based on
context was normalized in the comparison. It can
be seen from the table that the proportion of average durations are quite dierent among dierent
phonemes. For example, the average duration of
/ah/ vowel is 100 ms for source speaker, and 67 ms
for target speaker. On the other hand, for the /uh/
vowel the target speaker has a longer average duration (64 versus 37 ms). Although on the average
the target speaker has 1.2 times longer average
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duration than the source speaker, there exists a
signi®cant number of phonemes that the target
speaker uses shorter duration for.
Based on the previous set of results it can be
concluded that the variation in duration characteristics between two speakers is heavily dependent
upon context. Therefore, it is highly desirable to
develop a method for automatically estimating the
appropriate time-scale modi®cation factor in a
certain context. In the STASC algorithm, a codebook-based approach to duration modi®cation is
implemented. The phonetic codebooks used for
the spectral mapping can also be used to generate
the appropriate duration modi®cation factor for a
given speech frame. In order to accomplish this,
®rst duration statistics are estimated for both the
source speaker and the target speaker for all the
speech units in the codebook. Then the same
codebook weights developed for the spectral
mapping can be used to estimate the appropriate
time-scale modi®cation factor c:

Fig. 5. Comparison of duration statistics between a source speaker and a target speaker.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the duration modi®cation algorithm on a TIMIT utterance. Top: source speaker; middle: target speaker; bottom:
modi®ed from source to match target duration characteristics.

c

L
X
dt
vi is ;
di
i1

21

where dis and dit represent average source and
target speaker durations for the ith codeword
entry.
In Fig. 6, the result of the duration modi®cation is shown on a TIMIT sentence. In this case the
duration statistics are generated from the label ®les
corresponding to 10 sentences uttered by two
speakers. 5 The top and middle plots in the ®gure
correspond to the source and target speaker utterance ``She had your dark suit in greasy wash
water all year'', respectively. The bottom plot in
the ®gure shows the duration modi®ed signal obtained from the source speaker utterance to match
the duration statistics of the target speaker. Al-

5
Only 2 sentences were common to both speakers, the
remaining 8 sentences per speaker were unique.

though this was a closed set example (i.e., the test
utterance was one of the training examples) it
serves well as an example to illustrate the motivation behind the proposed method. In order to
take advantage of the context information triphones should be used as speech units. It should
also be noted that the performance of the duration
modi®cation algorithm proposed here is dependent on whether the speakers were speaking the
same utterances or not. If the utterances are the
same, then the place of each phone in prosodic
phrase will be the same. Therefore, a more accurate mapping can be achieved.
A major application for current time-scale
modi®cation algorithms is to slow down the
speech for accurate transcription by humans. The
problem with most of those systems is that they
use a constant time-scale modi®cation factor when
changing the speaking rate. However, not all the
phonemes are scaled to the same extent when a
speaker modi®es his/her speaking rate. Therefore,
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the same approach proposed here for transforming
duration characteristics across speakers can be
applied to speaking rate modi®cation algorithms if
the statistics for slow, normal and fast speaking
styles are generated prior to the application.
2.2.3. Energy-scale modi®cation
In addition to pitch and duration, energy is
another important component which characterizes
the prosody of a speaker. In order to match target
speaker's energy characteristics we applied a
codebook-based energy mapping as well. The
RMS energy is scaled with a variable g at each
time frame. The scaling factor can be expressed as
follows:
g

L
X
et
vi si ;
ei
i1

22

where esi and eti denote average source and target
speaker energies for the ith codeword.
Finally, the pitch-scale modi®cation factor b,
the time-scale modi®cation factor c, and the energy scaling factor g are applied within a pitch±
synchronous overlap±add synthesis framework to
perform prosodic modi®cation. 6
The next section discusses the evaluations conducted to test the performance of the STASC algorithm.
3. Evaluations
In order to evaluate the performance of the
STASC algorithm we performed both objective
tests and subjective listening tests.
3.1. Objective tests
We propose two dierent methods to evaluate
voice conversion performance. The ®rst method
uses a simple speaker identi®cation (ID) system to
estimate likelihoods for the source and target
speakers. The second method employs sentence
6
How b and c are used within a pitch±synchronous analysis±
synthesis framework is described in detail in (Moulines and
Charpentier, 1990).
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HMM-based alignments between the mimic and
target utterances, and compares corresponding
speech units in terms of their spectral and prosodic
parameters. Using the second method, the performance of the phonetic and sentence HMM
methods are also compared and the in¯uence of
the amount of training data on the STASC algorithm performance is also investigated.
3.1.1. Speaker ID evaluation
For the ®rst objective test, we used a simple
speaker identi®cation system. The idea is that if we
can make the speaker ID system select the target
speaker after processing the source speaker utterance, it means that the voice conversion algorithm
is performing well. Of course besides checking for
the binary decision between the two speakers, one
would like to have a con®dence measure on the
decision as well. For this reason, the log-likelihood
ratio of the target speaker to that of the source
speaker is adopted as an objective measure in our
evaluations. The performance measure hst can be
formulated as
P Xjkt 
P Xjks 
 log P Xjkt  ÿ log P Xjks ;

hst  log

23

where X is the observation vector sequence, kt is
the target speaker model, and ks is the source
speaker model. The speaker ID system employs
256 mixture Gaussian mixture models (GMM).
The 24 dimensional feature vector used in the
GMM system consists of 12 Mel-cepstrum coecients and their delta coecients. Initial vector
quantization was done using binary split vector
quantization method. This was followed by 2 iterations of forward±backward training. During
data collection sessions 3 speakers were asked to
read a dierent story to the tape recorder. The
recorded speech was approximately one hour long
for each speaker. Forty-®ve minutes of the recording was used as training data (both for
speaker ID models and voice transformation
codebooks), and ®fteen minutes of speech was set
aside for testing. Since each speaker read a dierent story, sentence HMMs were not used for this
experiment. Triphone codebooks were generated
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Table 1
The speaker ID evaluation for voice conversion. Sp1: ®rst
speaker; Sp2: second speaker, Sp3: third speaker
Test case

hst before conversion

hst after conversion

Sp1
Sp1
Sp2
Sp2
Sp3
Sp3

ÿ5.59
ÿ4.29
ÿ6.22
ÿ6.55
ÿ3.57
ÿ4.70

+5.47
+3.22
+1.51
+3.98
+0.47
+4.53

®
®
®
®
®
®

Sp2
Sp3
Sp1
Sp3
Sp1
Sp2

based on phonetic alignments. We can hear 7 an
example transformation from the ®rst speaker
(Sp1) to the third speaker (Sp3) for this experimental set-up on Signal 1c. Signal 1a and Signal 1b
correspond to (Sp1) and (Sp3) utterances, respectively.
The average likelihood of the Sp1 speech data
for the ®rst speaker model, log P Xjk1 , was
ÿ70.53. After using STASC for transformation to
Sp2, Sp1 model likelihood reduced to ÿ72.62, and
the Sp2 model likelihood increased from ÿ76.12 to
ÿ67.15. This is expressed in Table 1 in terms of
log-likelihood ratio as an increase from ÿ5.59 to
+5.47. The transformation was not as successful
for every speaker combination. For instance after
conversion from Sp3 to Sp1 the likelihoods
showed smaller dierences (h31 : ÿ3:57 ! 0:47).
However, in all cases the likelihoods moved signi®cantly in the right directions for source and
target speakers (i.e., away from the source speaker,
and towards the target speaker).
In Fig. 7, the illustration of the algorithm performance using speaker likelihood criterion on a
sample test utterance is shown. Here, it can be seen
that the voice conversion performance also depends on the context, and for some phonemes it is
more successful, whereas it does not perform as
well for others. Part of this can be explained by the
fact that the same VQ indices are not forced to be
used in speaker ID system, and another mixture
combination from the source speaker may represent the target speaker characteristics in some
cases. In order to eliminate this problem, we developed another objective measure which is described in Section 3.1.2.
7

3.1.2. Sentence HMM-based objective evaluation
The second method uses sentence HMM
alignment to force align the target utterance and
the mimic utterance. Based on the state alignments
the acoustic features corresponding to the same
state indices for the target and mimic speech signals are compared. However, one drawback of
this new scheme is that it requires access to target
speaker's speech for the test utterance. We performed a series of experiments to measure the
performance of both the sentence HMM-based
and phonetic STASC algorithms in terms of objective measures in all the dimensions of speech
that are considered in this paper: vocal tract
spectrum, excitation spectrum, duration, F0, and
RMS energy. We had a total of 15 min of speech
from each of the three speakers (2 males, 1 female)
with the same text. We used one of the male
speakers as the source speaker, and trained codebooks for transformation to the other two
speakers. We set aside 5 min of speech from the
source speaker for testing. The remaining 10 min
were used in the training. In order to understand
the aect of the size of the training data on the
performance of the STASC algorithm we used
dierent duration lengths for training ranging
from 10 to 600 s. In this experiment, since the
speakers read the same text, we were able to use
sentence HMM-based alignments to generate the
codebooks. For comparison we also generated
triphone codebooks based on phonetic alignments. The results are shown in Fig. 8. In the
®gure, the measures that correspond to time 0
show the distance between the unprocessed speech
and target speech. The smaller distances imply
better mimicking of the target speaker. Dark lines
in each plot correspond to the sentence HMM
based STASC, and light lines show the phonetic
STASC algorithm performance. Each of the objective measures represented in the ®gure are described below.
Cepstrum distance. Average distance between
the LPC-derived cepstrum vectors (®rst 8 cepstrum coecients) of target and mimic utterance
states:
dceps 
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Fig. 7. Illustration of speaker conversion algorithm performance in terms of speaker ID system likelihoods across time (solid line:
source speaker likelihood; light line: target speaker likelihood).

where S is the total number of states in all sentence
HMMs trained on all test utterances of the target
speaker, cts and cm
s denote the average target and
mimic cepstrum coecient vectors, respectively for
the sth state, and Rÿ1 is the global diagonal covariance matrix of all cepstrum vectors.
Excitation spectrum distance. Root mean
square error dierence between the normalized
LPC residual spectra of target and mimic utterances.
v
u
S u
256
X
1X
2
t 1
f t k ÿ f m
25
dexct 
s k ;
S s1 256 k1 s
where f ts and f m
s denote average normalized target
and mimic excitation magnitude spectra for the sth
state, respectively. Normalization of the spectra
was performed prior to comparison in order to
minimize the eect of gain level dierences (i.e.,
P256 m
P256 t
k  1).
k1 f k  1 and
k1 f

RMS energy distance (dB). Average frame energy dierence between target and mimic utterance
states in dB.
S
1X
drms 
10 log10 Est ÿ 10 log10 Esm ;
26
S s1
where Est and Esm denote the target and mimic
RMS energy for the sth state, respectively. Average gain levels for the target and mimic utterances
are equalized prior to RMS energy estimation.
F0 distance (Hz). Average F0 dierence between
voiced states of target and mimic utterances.
Sv
1X
F0ts ÿ F0m
27
dF0 
s ;
Sv s1
where Sv is the total number of voiced states. F0ts
and F0m
s denote the target and mimic F0 values for
the sth voiced state, respectively.
Duration distance (s). Average dierence in
corresponding sentence HMM state durations for
target and mimic utterances.
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Fig. 8. Performance of the sentence HMM-based and phonetic STASC algorithms in terms of objective measures. Horizontal axis
corresponds to the training duration. Vertical axis corresponds to the distance metric between mimic and target utterances in each of
the 5 acoustic dimensions considered. The measures at time 0 indicate the average objective measures between the target speaker
utterances and unprocessed speech from the source speaker. Dark lines: sentence HMM-based STASC. Light lines: phonetic STASC.

ddur 

S
s1
1X
1X
durtk ÿ durm
k ;
S s1 3 ksÿ1

28

where durtk and durm
k denote the target and mimic
state durations for the kth state, respectively. Here
each state duration is estimated based on the average of 3 states (i.e., each state together with its
two neighbours) in order to reduce the eect of
early/late transitions between states in the Viterbi
alignment.
In general, sentence HMM-based STASC performs better when compared to phonetic STASC.
The average acoustic distance between the transformed and target utterances decreases as more
training data is used for STASC transformation.
For example the average cepstral distance between
original source speaker utterances and target
speaker utterances reduced from 0.99 to 0.46 after
10 min of training data were used for the phonetic

STASC algorithm. The sentence HMM-based
STASC reduced the cepstral distance further
down to 0.37. There is noticeable performance
dierence between the two methods in terms of
cepstrum, excitation spectrum, and RMS energy
parameters. In terms of duration and F0 parameters both methods performed at the same level.
We can hear 8 on Signal 2a and 2b the original
source and male target speaker utterances, respectively. Signal 2c corresponds to the output of
the sentence HMM-based STASC algorithm after
10 min of training data were used. Here, a gradual
transformation is applied in order to be able to
illustrate another possible application of the
STASC algorithm (i.e., voice morphing). As can
be seen in Fig. 8 the performance of the algorithm
8
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levels o after several minutes of training data are
provided. In fact, the F0 distance for both methods did not improve after 30 s of training data
were provided. This is largely due to the fact that
the degrees of freedom for the F0 model were very
limited (mean and variance), and the model did
not use any context information. Therefore, F0 is
the most signi®cant acoustic dimension where the
STASC algorithm can bene®t from further developments.
3.2. Subjective tests
We performed two listening experiments to test
the performance of the STASC algorithm. The
®rst test, forced choice ABX test, was designed to
test how convincing the mimic was. The second
test, intelligibility test, was performed to investigate whether the proposed algorithm was causing
any degradation in intelligibility.
3.2.1. Forced choice ABX test
In this experiment, we presented 20 stimuli A, B
and X, and then asked, ``is X perceptually closer to
A or to B in terms of speaker identity?'' A and B
were short training utterances from source and
target speakers, respectively (the order of assignment was randomized). X was the result of sentence HMM-based transformation from speaker A
to speaker B. 10 stimuli were obtained from a
male-to-male transformation, and the other 10
stimuli were obtained from a male-to-female
transformation. Ten minutes of training data were
used in both transformations. Each stimulus consisted of 2±3 word phrases from unseen test data.
We used three inexperienced listeners in the experiments. The results are presented in Table 2.
For the male-to-female transformation 100% of
the time the listeners identi®ed the transformed
Table 2
Forced-choice ABX listening test results (average number of
times the listeners identi®ed the transformed speech to be closer
to the target speaker than to the source speaker)
Test case

Number of times target is selected

Male ® Female
Male ® Male

100%
78%
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speech to be closer to the target speaker. As expected, the performance of the STASC algorithm
was better for the male-to-female transformation
(100%) when compared to the male-to-male
transformation (78%).
3.2.2. Intelligibility test
While informal listening tests showed that the
transformation of speaker characteristics was
convincing, we wanted to test whether the transformation process introduced a degradation in
intelligibility. This was necessary, since the most
important application (i.e., text to speech personi®cation) relies heavily on the level of intelligibility.
The test material was 150 short nonsense sentences. One example of the sentences used in the
test was ``Shipping gray paint hands even''. The
main purpose of using nonsense sentences was to
limit the ability of the listener to anticipate words
based on context. Two conditions, transformed
speech and natural speech, were presented to the
listeners with random order. We used three inexperienced listeners to transcribe the words of the
test material. Listeners were allowed to listen to
each sentence up to three times. The standard
NIST scoring algorithm (available through LDC
from DARPA resource management continuous
speech database) was then used to compare the
utterance and transcribed phone strings. The
phone sequences were determined by dictionary
look-up. The transformation tested in this experiment was from a male speaker to another male
speaker. The result of the experiment was surprising. The phone accuracy for the transformed
speech (93.8%) was slightly higher than it was for
natural speech (93.4%). The reason for the slight
increase in intelligibility might be due to measurement noise. Another possible reason might be
that the target speaker was more intelligible than
the source speaker, and the transformation algorithm took advantage of that. Of course, the
transformation between dierent speaker combinations may reveal dierent results. When the
acoustic characteristics of two speakers are extremely dierent (e.g., male to female transformation), we may expect degradation in
intelligibility. Our future plans include testing
other speaker combinations.
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4. Conclusion
In this study, a new voice conversion algorithm
is developed. The algorithm is based on codebook
mapping idea, however it uses a weighted average
of codewords to represent each speech frame
which results in smoother transition across successive frames. Both spectral and prosodic characteristics are transformed within the same
framework which makes the algorithm computationally tractable. Part of the database used for
training the codebooks did not have the same text
across dierent speakers. The speakers were selected to be far apart from each other in terms of
their speaking styles and acoustic spectrum. In
spite of these factors, high quality speech which
characterizes the target speaker was obtained after
the STASC algorithm was employed for voice
conversion. The performance of the algorithm was
tested by objective tests and subjective listening
tests. The objective evaluations veri®ed that the
target speaker characteristics are captured to a
large extent after the STASC algorithm is employed. The subjective evaluations veri®ed that
convincing and high quality voice conversion can
be achieved with the proposed algorithm.
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